
One of the many reasons I enjoy photography, is the gadgets you can play 
with while you photograph. 
 
I love a new toy! Most women love diamonds...I like diamonds but LOVE 
photography equipment. Today my post will be about some of the toys you 
can purchase, but I want to make it clear to you, these gadgets are not 
needed to photograph up close, they help you enjoy the process while 
photographing. 

Before I start talking about what toys I like, check out Really Right 
Stuff's info on macro photography. 

So, let's get started... Of course I want to talk about my favorite tool first! 

The Novoflex focusing rack is one of those tools that until you use it, you 
think, "why didn't I have this earlier!".   When you want 
detailed focusing,  this helps tremendously.  This fine tunes your depth-of-
field (what's in focus and what is not in focus).   The focusing rack is 
attached to your ball head (at least my ball-head) on your tripod.   The mini 
quick release is attached to your camera.  It's so nice and easy to work 
with!  Below is an awesome rack!  You can purchase cheaper focusing racks 
but I want to show you the best equipment for serious Macro 
Photographers. 

 
Ok...I like to show you a wonderful ball-head from Really Right 
Stuff.  Again,  you don't need a ball head to connect to your camera and 
tripod but I highly recommend the ball head so you can maneuver he 
camera easier focus on a variety of point and views. 

This is another cool toy that I like to use, it's called an angle finder. I'm 
showing you a Canon Angle Finder because I'm a Canon user but just click 
on the image and do a search for your Camera Model.   An Angle Finder is 
kind of like looking into a microscope. :)  

If you need to be at ground level to view your subject (I have outdoors) or 
adjust your camera in a weird position to get the shot, the angle finder is 
excellent for this! It also has a magnifier that I love, which helps with sharp 
focusing.  For more details check this tool out at B & H. 

http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/183200-REG/Canon_2882A001_Angle_Finder_C.html/bid/6917
http://www.reallyrightstuff.com


Another good gadget to have is a cable release (see below).  When 
photographing macro I want you to remember that if you keep the camera 
steady your image will always come out better.  If you're photographing 
indoors you can set up the timer on your camera BUT if you're shooting 
outdoors you need to snap the shot fast before the wind starts up 
again.  With that said...I like to use my cable release (all the time)  so I don't 
touch my camera.  Yes, I purchased this at B & H.  

The last tool I want to talk about is lighting.  Below is an expensive tool that 
you will love if you get into the macro thing.  I will have a post just on 
lighting in the future, but for now...this is on gadgets that I love, so here is 
one of them.  Again, if this is too expensive, you will be surprised on what a 
flashlight can do. 

This twin light attaches to your lens to get up close to your subject.  You can 
adjust the intensity of the lights and move them around for some fun 
exposures.   Save your money for this toy...it's worth it!  

Macro photographing is fun!  I love the photograph below because we can 
see the unique view of the bubbles in the liquid.  Be creative...  I have 
photographed body parts, products, bugs, and of course flowers (my 
favorite subject).  I now look at things differently...I remember 
my professor telling us that he wanted us to see photographically.  At first I 
didn't understand, but now I do, and I'm grateful that I have added this 
sense of sight to my life... The more you Macro the more you will pay 
attention to the details around 

So for now check out some gadgets and send me questions if you have 
any?  There is no such thing as shooting auto to achieve a professional 
macro image...so learn what an F-stop and ISO is and what the shutter 
speed does.   One more thing...A good book I suggest is John Shaw's Macro 
and Nature.  I found it on Amazon.   It's a good starter book on Macro 
Photography.  Its' a bit outdated and discusses film more than digital but 
whether you're photographing digital or film the concept is the same. 

Cheers, 

Janice Sullivan - Sullivan J Photography 

http://www.amazon.com/Shaws-Closeups-Nature-Practical-Photography/dp/0817440526
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shutter_speed
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shutter_speed
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_image
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/F-number
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/239656-USA/Canon_2357A002_MT_24EX_Macro_Twin_Lite.html/bid/6917
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/164271-REG/Canon_2477A002_Timer_Remote_Controller_TC_80N3.html



